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REMOVING THE REAR BEAM
on Wolf Looms
Without a Removable

Rear Beam

PARTS

TOOLS

2 – knobs

Phillips screwdriver
Ruler or measuring tape

Many people who have older Wolf Looms
would like to be able to remove the rear
beam to make threading easier. These
instructions provide the details on how to
do that.

2. Loosen the tension on the brake tension spring by turning the eye bolt (figure
1) counter-clockwise.

Note: In these instructions, left and
right refer to the loom as you face the
back.

4. Slide the brake barrel nut (figure 1)
out of the rear beam. Allow the barrel nut
and brake tension spring to hang loose
from the brake bar (figure 2).

3. Remove the knob from the top of the
leg on the left side of the loom.

INSTALL THE KNOBS

5. Remove the knob from the top of the
leg on the right side of the loom (figure 3).

1. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove
the bolt from the top of the left leg (figure
1) while holding the brake barrel nut in
place. Insert a knob through the leg, into
the brake barrel nut, and tighten.

6. Slide the rear beam up and away from
the loom legs.

REPLACE THE BEAM

2. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove
the bolt from the top of the right leg
(figure 3), while holding the barrel nut
in place in the rear beam. Insert a knob
through the leg, into the barrel nut, and
tighten.

1. Slide the rear beam in place between
the loom legs.

The following instructions assume you
have already replaced the bolts with
the knobs.

REMOVE THE BEAM
1. Measure the length of the brake tension spring (figure 1) before you begin.
This will help you in getting the tension
set later.

2. Hold the barrel nut in the hole in the
rear beam on the right side. Insert the
knob through the leg and into the barrel
nut (figure 3). Tighten the knob to secure.
3. Insert the brake barrel nut into the
rear beam. Insert the knob through the
left leg and into the brake barrel nut (figure 1). Tighten the knob to secure.
4. Tighten the eye bolt (figure 1) until
the spring is the measured length.
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FIGURE 1: REAR BEAM AND BRAKE - LEFT SIDE
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FIGURE 3: REAR BEAM - RIGHT SIDE
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FIGURE 2: HANGING BRAKE PARTS
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